
Designed with flexibility in mind, 
choose from a vast offering 
of pre-configured cabinets or 
customize your cabinet on the fly.
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Modular Drawer Cabinets are designed for 
ultimate configuration to meet your unique 
organizational needs. Our approach to Modular 
Drawer Cabinets takes customization to a 
whole new level inside and out.

800.323.0801
sales@equipto.com



MODULAR DRAWER CABINETS 
— 
With one-piece welded construction, our Modular Drawer Cabinets are the perfect solution for the organization 
of small and large items. Store your items in less floor space and maximize the cubic space within the cabinet. 
Stocking and retrieval of parts and items are quick and efficient with optional additional drawer organization 
dividers and foam inserts. 

Modular Drawer Cabinets offer flexible configurations for the 
storage of inventory, small parts, tools, spare machinery 
parts, kitted hardware and provide the ability to 
organize those items in the most efficient method 
for the application.

PRE-CONFIGURED 
CABINETS
Choose from over 100 different cabinet pre-configurations.
With over 100 different cabinet configurations of various standard dimensions to choose 
from, we cover practically any application. See our Catalog for the details.
catalog.equipto.com

Drawer Dividers
Choose to have optional, configurable dividers in the drawers. We offer a variety of divider 
kit options depending on how many compartments are desired or choose to configure 
dividers in a custom configuration utilizing standard front to back partitions and multiple 
sizes of left to right movable dividers.

10 Standard 
Color Options



CUSTOM-DESIGNED CABINETS
Offering five standard cabinet heights (29”, 33.5”, 38”, 44”, 59”), five standard 
cabinet widths (22.5”, 30”, 36”, 45”, 60”), and one standard cabinet depth 
(27.75”). The 36” wide cabinet offers interior drawer depths of 19” and 27”.

1. Select Cabinet Housing

Offering up to 16 different drawer heights and two different weight capacities 
(200lbs. & 400lbs per drawer). Add all the same or a variety of heights to the 
cabinet. Our unique point system ensures that the cabinet is fully optimized. 

2. Select Drawers Options

Maximize storage within the drawer organization with 15 different divider kit 
configurations, design your own configuration with our dividers and partitions 
or or choose no dividers for a open insider of drawer.

3. Drawer Divider Options

Create a durable work surface or counter top on top of the cabinets. 
Offering a variety of top materials, Solid Hardwood Laminated Top, 
Stainless or Stainless Steel “Skin” Cover, Bonded Wood and more.

4. Work Surface Top Options

All cabinets come with a pre-installed lock. Optional lock-in/lock-out 
drawers and/or hinged lock bars provided added safety and security.

6. Standard Lock and Locking Options

Offering 10 designer colors. Paint your cabinet(s) all one color or 
create a custom color scheme by selecting different colors for 
cabinets, drawers and handles to create a truly customized look.

5. Paint Options

100% AMERICAN MADE

PRE-CONFIGURED OR 
CUSTOM-DESIGNED

ADDITIONAL OPTIONS
Mobile Kit Option
Convert a stationary cabinet to a cabinet 
on the go — four 6” diameter wheels (2 
swivel, 2 rigid) and a chrome-plated or 
painted handle 

Swinging Door Option
Instead of drawers on the face of the 
cabinet, cabinets can be designed with one 
or two flush-mounted doors that open to 
reveal either roll-out concealed shelves or 
stationary shelves

Drawer Insert Option
In addition to the divider options, drawers can 
be lined with 0.375” plywood or rubber mat

Leveler Kit Option
Where floors are uneven, a leveler kit added 
to the cabinet provides 0.625” of vertical 
adjustment with 15-degree swivel foot 
offering optimum stability



We’ve been creating high-quality, made-in-America products for over 
a century, and we’re not slowing down anytime soon. Our shelving, 
storage, mezzanine, and conveyor crossover solutions have been 
installed by some of the largest and most well-known companies in the 
world, including Harley Davidson, Caterpillar, Boeing, and more. 

Complementary 
Products
In addition to our modular drawer cabinets, we’re proud of our 
portfolio of space utilization and material handling solutions, 
including:

PLATFORMS & MEZZANINES 
Increase your existing storage space by building up not out

SHELVING 
Including our patented V-GripTM storage system that combines 
drawers and shelving for the ultimate in storage adaptation and 
flexibility

MOBILE AISLE STORAGE SYSTEMS
Created when our shelves drawers, and racks are mounted on 
a carriage or rail system — eliminating static storage areas and 
doubling storage capacity

WORKBENCHES AND WORKCENTERS 
Built to provide years of useful, rugged, and efficient space 
utilization — available in wall-mounted or freestanding units, with or 
without drawers, and with a variety of accessories

100 YEARS, 100% AMERICAN MADE
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DESIGNED FROM 
THE INSIDE OUT
Pre-Configured or Custom
Designed to make purchasing as easy as 1, 2, 3 with 
pre-configured options or custom-design to meet your 
unique needs

Only the Best Materials
From one-piece welded construction of 12 ga. steel to 
all metal wheels and bearings for drawers to a variety 
of tops

Drawer Variety
Select drawer sizes and/or combination of sizes (using 
our point system to fill the cabinet). Optional dividers or 
partitions with different configurations in each drawer. 
Or rubber mat drawer inserts

Design Options
Choose all one color or multiple colors for each 
main cabinet component. Choose a cabinet top for a 
work surface made out of: Solid hardwood laminate, 
stainless steel, wood or laminated surface


